Nemschoff Monarch Seating
®

With sculpted wood arms, a
comfortable memory foam seat,
versatile style, and multiple variations,
Monarch Seating can make any
healthcare waiting area more inviting.
The Monarch family includes an
individual chair, plus chair, bench,
multiple seating, and an easy access
chair that sits higher. All Monarch
Seating is packed with features that
address the heavy usage common
to healthcare. Mix and match these
durable pieces to create the perfect
configuration for any setting.
Benefits
•
Includes a full family of seating to
configure any waiting area
•
Memory foam seat conforms
to each user, providing custom
comfort to every person who
comes along
•
Multiple features and options
make good sense in demanding
healthcare applications
Warranty
12-Year, 3-Shift
hermanmiller.com/nemschoffmonarch-multiple-seating
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These drawings represent a sample of the dimensions and configurations available.
Download the price book for a full listing of all available product configurations.
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Product Models
View model library.
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Sustainability
Click here to see how Nemschoff Monarch Seating meets your environmental goals.

Planning Ideas
1.

Comprehensive Family
Individual chair, plus-size chair, bench, multiple seating,
easy access—Monarch has it all

2.

Mortise and Tenon Joints
Joints lock together like puzzle pieces, creating a sturdy
connection between frame components

3.

Memory Foam Seat
Seat conforms to support each user, then returns to
original shape
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4.

Wipe-Out Design
Gap between seat and back makes cleaning easy

5.

Replaceable Components
Mechanical fasteners allow damaged components to be
replaced easily in the field

6.

Multiple Fabrics
Coordinate colors and patterns by specifying different
fabrics for the seat and back

View design solutions.

